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Notices 

Every effort has been made to supply complete and accurate information, 

however the information in this document is subject to change without 

notice. UNIT4 Business Software Limited assumes no responsibility for any 

errors that may occur in the documentation.  

Microsoft ® Excel, Windows ® and Microsoft ® SQL Server ™ are either 

registered trademarks or trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the United 

States and/or other countries. Crystal Reports is a trademark of Crystal 

Decisions, Inc. All other brand names, product names and company logos 

are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective owners. 

This document contains information that is proprietary to and considered a 

trade secret of UNIT4 Business Software Limited. It is expressly agreed 

that it shall not be reproduced in whole or in part, disclosed, divulged, or 

otherwise made available to any third party either directly or indirectly. 

Reproduction of this documentation for any purposes is prohibited without 

the prior express written authorisation of UNIT4 Business Software Limited. 

All rights reserved. 

UNIT4 Business Software Ltd © 2010. 

 

 

For versions 54 and 55 of Agresso Business World (ABW) and 

update 15B plus of the Report Engine. 
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Welcome 

 

Welcome to the Excelerator Advanced training. 

This course builds on the Excelerator Basics course by introducing 

additional functionality that enables you to improve the efficiency and use 

of Excelerator reports. The course covers topics such as templates, running 

reports on the server, output split and email split. 

The course contains these training sessions: 

 Session 1 – Creating template reports. 

 Session 2 – Creating reports with subtotals. 

 Session 3 – Running reports on the server. 

 Session 4 – Splitting report output into files. 

 Session 5 – Distributing report output via e-mail. 

 Session 6 – Distributing report output to Windows folders. 

 Session 7 – Archiving documents inside ABW. 

 Session 8 – Posting transactions using Post Back. 

The course is designed for super users, end users, and enquiry users, and 

you should be familiar with using and working in a Microsoft Windows 

environment. 
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Training basics 

Your trainer will explain: 

 Location of facilities including toilets, tea and coffee. 

 Fire procedures within the building and the marshalling points. 

 Mobile phones and PIM – make sure that they are switched off. 

 Breaks – there are regular breaks during the course including 

coffee breaks at convenient points throughout the day and a 

lunch break of approximately 1 hour. 

 Feedback – forms are distributed to provide feedback on the 

course. Please fill them in before you leave. 

 

Introducing the course 

Your trainer will explain the course format and materials: 

 The course is a combination of demonstrations, which you can 

follow on your PC, and exercises to confirm your understanding 

of the topics covered, which unless stated otherwise should 

be completed on ABW client A3. 

 Teaching aids, such as PowerPoint presentations, are used where 

appropriate to help to help explain concepts, processes or 

procedures. 

 Two documents support the course: 

 Excelerator Advanced Training Course Delegate‟s 

Workbook to guide you through the course (this 

document). 

 Excelerator Advanced Exercise Workbook containing a set 

of exercises to do as you work through the Delegate‟s 

Workbook. 

Additional information on the topics covered in the training is available in 

the On-line Help (see the Excelerator menu option Help in Excel). 
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The objectives of the course are to help you: 

 Understand how to create and run Excelerator template reports 

interactively. 

 Understand how to run Excelerator reports from the server. 

 Understand how to distribute Excelerator reports. 

 Understand how to alter transactions in ABW using Excelerator 

Post Back. 

At various stages in the course you are asked to complete exercises to help 

you understand the concepts and tasks that are described by your trainer. 

Each session has a set of key learning points that you can use to check 

that you have understood how to perform the tasks that are described in 

the session training. 

 

About this course 

This course is intended to provide you with an introduction to the advanced 

functionality of Excelerator for extracting data from ABW and producing 

printed reports. It shows you how to create and run template reports, run 

reports on the server, how to split report output, and how you can use the 

Post Back functionality to post transactions. 

Before starting this course you should have attended the following ABW 

training courses: 

 Introduction to ABW.  

 Financial Basics. 

 Enquiry, Browser, and Analyzer. 

 Excelerator Basics. 

 Balance Tables. 
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Further courses to attend 

After the training, you can attend additional training related to individual 

ABW modules to support your specific business processes. 

Courses that you may consider include: 

 SQL for Report Writers 

 Security and Administration. 

 

About Excelerator keywords - Recap 

The following conventions are used throughout this guide when describing 

Excelerator keywords: 

 Alternate items are enclosed in braces “{ }” separated by pipe 

“|”. 

 Optional items are enclosed in square brackets “[ ]”. 

 An ellipsis “…” indicates optional repetition of the last item. 

 Keywords are illustrated in upper case (this is not essential for 

the keyword to work, but makes for easier reading). 

 User-defined entries are illustrated in lower case. 
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Session 1 

Creating Template Reports 

 

This session of the training demonstrates how you can generate reports 

from template reports. It covers: 

 About template reports. 

 Looking at the SHEET keyword. 

 Creating a template report using ABW. 

 Creating a template report using Excel. 

 Creating a management reporting pack. 

By the end of this session you should have a firm understanding of 

template reports, and the options that you have available to generate the 

report data. 

 

Key learning points: 

Understanding template reports. 

Understanding key Excelerator keywords used to create template 

reports. 

Understanding how to create a template report and extract data 

from ABW. 

Understanding how to create a template report and extract data 

from an Excel spreadsheet. 

Understanding how to create a management reporting pack to 

produce a number of reports for management purposes. 
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Splitting reports 

Once you have created your report, as you learnt in the first course, you 

will often wish to split this and may wish to send it out to the relevant 

people. 

With Report Engine, there are three ways of splitting the report: 

 Via a template report which can be multi-sheet. 

 Using the break keyword which is single sheet. 

 Using special parameters in ABW. 

NOTE: There is a very old way of emailing a report, which is a variant 

of the template method. This is not the recommended method. 

 

About template reports 

Excelerator template reports are reports that can generate multi-sheet 

loaded results from a single unloaded template sheet. Template reports can 

produce report sheets for: 

 All values of a posting attribute defined in ABW, or all values of 

any attribute which is related to a posting attribute. 

 Any values of an attribute, or other column, listed in another 

Excel sheet. 

 All selected values of an attribute, or other column, created as 

the results set of a SQL SELECT query. 

For example, an organisation may have a requirement to produce the same 

report for each Company, Division, Cost Centre, Project, Work Order, etc. 

By using Excelerator template reports, you can generate one report per 

cost centre, or project, or employee etc. 

The following sub sections demonstrate how you use Excelerator templates 

to produce reports for each Division. 
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Looking at the SHEET keyword 

You can use the SHEET keyword to determine how Excelerator templates 

are used in an Excel control worksheet – this is the first split method that 

we are considering: 

SHEET[, NOBLANKS] [{ATTRIBUTE attribute client| EXCEL sheetname 

| SELECT {rest of SQL SELECT sentence}]  

where: 

 SHEET is the keyword. 

 NOBLANKS suppresses sheets where no data is loaded for the 

attribute or other column. 

For template reports, you can use the SHEET keyword in these three 

different ways: 

In association with the keyword ATTRIBUTE 

To select all attribute values for a particular attribute. The ATTRIBUTE 

keyword is followed by the attribute name and the client, for example, 

SHEET ATTRIBUTE division <client>. Here, the client has been 

identified by a parameter - it could have been fixed as in: 

SHEET ATTRIBUTE division A3  

The client is needed to read the attribute values for the appropriate client.  

If you want a template report for suppliers or customers for client A3, 

and if these attribute values were set to use master records in client A1 

through the link in ABW Company Information window, refer here to 

client A1 for these attributes.  

 

In association with the keyword EXCEL 

To select attribute values from a list contained an Excel workbook. The 

EXCEL keyword is followed by the sheet name; for example:  

SHEET EXCEL list 

 

In association with a SQL SELECT sentence 

To select the attribute values directly from the database, for example, if 

one sheet is required for each accounting period in a year, use: 

SHEET SELECT period FROM acrperiod WHERE client=’<client>’ 

AND fiscal year =<year> AND period_id=’GL’ 
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Further information on the SQL side of things is available on the 

following course: SQL for Report Writers – for more information on 

SQL. 
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Creating a template report using an Attribute 

This section demonstrates how you can create an Excelerator template 

report for production of one report per division, for all divisions which are 

listed as attribute values in ABW (the status of the attribute value is 

ignored). 

This method extracts data from ABW using: 

 The ATTRIBUTE keyword to generate an output sheet for every 

division for the specified client. 

 A parameter to name the sheets that are generated (each sheet 

will have a different name, for example, Division 1). 

Firstly you will be setting up a simple report sheet with a control sheet and 

checking that it works.  Then you will learn how to use the SHEET keyword. 

1.  Open Excel, and create a control sheet with the parameters below: 

 

You need to set up the div and div_text parameters here to test the 

report run as a single report.  When you use it as a template the 

values will be pulled from elsewhere. 

2.  Create the following Excelerator report template: 

 

 The loaded sheets are each for one division only, specified by a 

parameter in a WHERE clause: WHERE div <div>. 

 The use of the relation between division (div), section (sect) and 

cost centre (costc). 
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3.  Load the sheet to test the report for the default division set in the 

control sheet: 

 Select Agresso Excelerator | Load | Current Sheet. 

4.  Unload the sheet: 

 Select Agresso Excelerator | Unload | Current Sheet. 

5.  Rename the worksheet: divbycostc. 

6.  Set up the Worksheet Directory in the control sheet: 

 

 Insert a new row. 

 Type SHEET, NOBLANKS ATTRIBUTE div <client> in column A of 

the new row.  

Every sheet in Excel must have a different name, hence the use a 

parameter in the sheet name. 

 Type Div <div> by costc (all) in column B (the name of each 

output worksheet will contain the division attribute value; for example, 

Div 1 by costc (all)). 

 Type divbycostc in column C (the name of the template sheet you 

want to use for the reports). 

 Leave columns D and E blank. 

7.  Load the report as a template: 

 Select Agresso Excelerator | Load | Select… 
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You do not need to display the template sheet (to make it the 

current sheet) before loading it. 

A Select Sheets window is displayed to allow you to select the 

template you require, for example: 

 
 

 Select the template sheet. 

 Click OK. 

The report data is loaded and the output sheet for Division 9 will look 

similar to this: 
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A template report using an Excel List 

This section demonstrates how you can create an Excelerator template 

report for the production of one report per division, for the divisions which 

are listed in another Excel spreadsheet. 

This is very flexible. Perhaps you need to give detailed information on a 

differing list of cost centres every month. You could use this Excel template 

report method to achieve that very simply. 

1. Add a new worksheet to your workbook, and change the worksheet 

name to list. 

2. Enter the following in the worksheet: 

 
 

 The name of the attribute is included in column A row 1; 

optionally the name to be used for the description of the attribute 

values can be entered in column B row 1. 

 Attribute values are included in column A row 2 onwards; 

optionally the descriptions of the attribute values can be entered 

in column B row 2 onwards. 
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3. Set up the Worksheet Directory in the control sheet: 

 

 Type SHEET, NOBLANKS EXCEL list in column A.  

List is the name of the Excel worksheet where the values are listed. 

 Type Div <div> by costc (list) in column B to set the sheet name 

for the reports to be produced. The sheet name must be unique; in the 

previous report you used Div <div> by costc (all). 

 Type divbycostc in column C (the name of the template sheet you 

want to use for the reports). 

 Leave columns D and E blank. 

4. Load the report data using the template option: 

 Select Agresso Excelerator | Load | Select… 

 Select the template sheet. 

 Click OK. 

The report data is loaded. 
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Creating a Management Reporting pack 

You can use Excelerator to create a Management Reporting pack if you 

need to produce a selection of reports for management purposes, for 

example for a cost centre or a division. 

The following demonstrates how to use the GROUP and ENDGROUP 

keywords to produce two reports as a management reporting pack. 

The syntax for the GROUP / ENDGROUP keywords is:  

GROUP[, NOBLANKS]  [{ATTRIBUTE attribute client| EXCEL 

sheetname | SQL SELECT {sentence}] 
 

A B C 

Worksheet Directory   

* Sheet Name Template Name 

GROUP[, NOBLANKS] 

[{ATTRIBUTE attribute client| 

EXCEL sheetname | SQL SELECT 

{sentence}] 

group name  

SHEET sheet name template name 

SHEET sheet name template name 

SHEET sheet name template name 

…etc.   

ENDGROUP   

where: 

 GROUP names the reporting pack, sets the iteration method and 

defines where the list of included template sheets starts. 

 NOBLANKS suppresses sheets where the query returns no data. 

 SHEET names each template sheet in the reporting pack. 

 ENDGROUP defines where the list of included template sheets 

ends. 

1. Create another Excelerator report showing each division‟s results by 

account: 

 Insert a new worksheet. 

 Copy the Division by cost centre report, and paste it into the 

new sheet. 

 Insert a new row after the WHERE row, entering SORT 

account in column A. 

 Replace costc with account in the COLUMNS row (twice) and 

in the report header row (once). 
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2. Rename the worksheet to divbyaccount. 

3. In the control sheet, enter the GROUP and ENDGROUP keywords as 

follows: 

 

 On the GROUP row, the Sheet Name is used for the name of the 

report group, Division reports, and any parameters applying to 

the reports in the group are entered in the Local Parameters 

column. 

 The keyword SHEET (by itself) is used on the rows between the 

GROUP and ENDGROUP keywords - rows with the keyword 

SHEET use the worksheet directory as before with sheet names 

and template names. Each SHEET keyword should use a different 

output and will use a different template sheet name. There is no 

limit to the number of reports that can be included in a reporting 

group. 

 ENDGROUP must be placed on the row immediately following the 

last SHEET row. 

4. Load the report data: 

 Select Agresso Excelerator | Load | Select… 
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Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercise: 

Exercise 1.1: Producing a template report 
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Session 2 

Creating Reports with Subtotals 

 

This session provides you with an introduction to the subtotalling 

functionality of Excelerator, and covers: 

 Looking at subtotalling keywords. 

 Creating a single level subtotal report. 

 Creating a multilevel subtotal report. 

 Displaying a report outline. 

 Using subtotal keywords to format reports. 

 Running multiple queries. 

By the end of this session you should have a firm understanding of how 

you can use the subtotalling functionality of Excelerator. 

 

Key learning points: 

Understanding the subtotalling functionality. 

Understanding how to create reports with single and multilevel 

subtotals. 

Understanding Excelerator keywords used with subtotalling. 

Understanding how to run multiple queries. 
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You can use the subtotal functionality provided by Excelerator to generate 

reports with subtotals of data included in the report. You can create: 

 Simple subtotal reports – with a single level of subtotals in a 

report, for example account balances subtotalled for each Cost 

Centre, with a report total. 

 Complex subtotal reports – with multiple levels of subtotals in a 

report, for example account balances subtotalled for each Cost 

Centre, subtotalled for each Division, plus a report total. 

 

Looking at subtotalling keywords 

You can use the following keywords to help you generate Excelerator 

reports with subtotals: 

 SUBTOTAL to define a subtotal in an Excelerator report. 

 HEADER which allows you to insert descriptions and data into a 

header in a report. 

 FOOTER which allows you to insert descriptions and data into a 

footer in a report. 

 + this is used in order to continue the header or footer onto 

multiple lines.  It will allow you to have lines which appear to be 

blank in the results. You cannot continue the detail row. 
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Looking at the SUBTOTAL keyword 

You can use the SUBTOTAL keyword to define a subtotal group in an 

Excelerator report: 

SUBTOTAL [, query number] [,outline[n]][column1 [, column2 

[,…]]] 

where: 

Syntax Description 

SUBTOTAL Keyword. 

[, query number] Optional comma and query number. 

[,outline[n]] Optional use of the Excel outlining function that groups 

data. 

[column1 [, 

column2 [,…]]] 

Columns (or fields) on which to subtotal, the first 

column being the most important level, and the last 

column being the least important level and hence the 

faster changing. 

Looking at the HEADER keyword 

You can use the HEADER keyword to insert descriptions and data before 

every new value of the subtotalled column. 

HEADER [, query number] [,page] [,merge] [column] 

where: 

Syntax Description 

HEADER Keyword – you can have headers for individual 

subtotals and for the report itself. 

[, query number] Optional comma and query number. 

[page] Optional page break before the header row. 

[,merge] Optional merge of the header with the first row of 

data. 

[column] The optional column (or field) being subtotalled to 

which the header applies. If no column value is 

entered, the header is for the whole report. 
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Looking at the FOOTER keyword 

You can use the FOOTER keyword to insert descriptions and data after 

every value of the column, including the printing:  

FOOTER [, query number] [column] 

where: 

Syntax Description 

FOOTER Keyword – you can have footers for individual 

subtotals and for the report itself. 

[, query number] Optional comma and query number. 

[column] The optional column (or field) being subtotalled to 

which the footer applies. If no column value is 

entered, the footer is for the whole report. 

 

Creating a single level subtotal report 

You can create a single level subtotal report to generate an Excelerator 

report with subtotals for an attribute such as a Cost Centre: 

 Using data from the balance table AGGADP with client A3.  

 Showing Account, Account Description, Amount, Budget and 

Variance. 

1. Start Excel, and define the following Excelerator report, ensuring the 

<client> parameter value is supplied, and a connection is made to 

the ABW datasource: 

 

 

NOTE: The VARIANCE column will need to be calculated on the DETAIL 

row in Excel as it is not an ABW column. 

2. Use the SUBTOTAL keyword to produce a subtotal by Costc: 

 Type SUBTOTAL costc in the new row in column A. 
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You can leave no blank rows once the SUBTOTAL keyword has been 

used, until the end of that part of the report. 

3. Use the FOOTER keyword to produce a subtotal by Costc as follows: 

 Type FOOTER costc in the row below the DETAIL keyword in 

column A. 

 Type Cost Centre: <costc> in column C (when the report is run 

this is replaced by the attribute value for the cost centre being 

subtotalled). 

 Optionally, type the formula $SUM in all of the amount columns – 

when the report is run this sums the columns. 

 Standard ABW number columns will automatically be summed in 

the footer.  Any calculated column, such as a Variance column, 

will not be.  So it is generally good practice to add in the $sum 

notation to all columns. 

 Remember the use of TEXT in front of an attribute to prevent a 

column such as account being summed. 

 Type the formula $sum in all the amount columns.  When the 

report is run this totals the columns, including the VARIANCE column 

which is non-ABW. 

    The report should now look like this: 

 

4. Load the report data from ABW to display the data in the Excel 

worksheet: 

 Select Agresso Excelerator | Load | Current Sheet. 
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The following extract illustrates how the report may look: 

 

 

 

5. Unload the report data from the Excel worksheet. 

Each subtotal is included in the body of the 
report and the column descriptions appear at 
the top only 
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6. Enhance the report detail by adding continuation footer rows via the 

FOOTER keyword: 

 Type + in Column A of the two rows following FOOTER costc. 

 Cut the $SUM values and paste them into the first continuation 

row, and type Total - <costc_text> in the description column: 

 

7. Load the report data from ABW to display the data in the Excel 

worksheet: 

 Select Agresso Excelerator | Load | Current Sheet: 

 

 The FOOTER now takes up three lines and shows both the costc 

value and description.  

 The blank line after the subtotal makes the report more readable. 

 There is still no header information and the details for the next 

cost centre follow immediately after the FOOTER. 

8. Unload the report data from the Excel worksheet. 

9. Add the current column headings as a header: 
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 Insert two rows between the SUBTOTAL keyword and the DETAIL 

keyword. 

 Cut the column titles (in columns B to F) and paste them into the 

same columns on the first of the new rows you have inserted. 

 Type HEADER costc in column A of this row. 

 Type + in column A of the second inserted row. 

 Delete the row which originally contained the column headers. 

 

10. Load the report data: 
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 The column headings are displayed for each costc break. 

 $SUM has been used to call an Excel function of type SUM, and 

the following alternative functions can be used in FOOTERS: 

 

$average $count  $counta $max  $min 

$product $stdev  $stdevp $var  $varp 

See the Excel help for worksheet functions (statistical category). 

11. Unload the report and save it to use in the next part of this session 

with the name REP01.xls. 

 

Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercise: 

Exercise 2.1: Producing an Excelerator report with subtotals 
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Creating a multi-level subtotal report 

You can create a multi-level subtotal report to include multiple subtotals in 

a report, for example to include subtotals for related attributes. 

Here, our report should have a report total, and subtotals for: 

 For the attribute CostC. 

 For the attribute Division (to which Costc is related via BusUnit in 

the training company). 

1. Open the example we were working on before the exercise, saved as 

REP01.xls. 

2. Insert a new header: 

 Insert two new rows between the SUBTOTAL costc and the 

HEADER costc rows. 

 Type HEADER in column A of the first new row, and move the 

report description „Account balance report‟ down into this row. 

 (This will create a report header.) 

 To prevent the old header row from showing in the loaded sheet, 

insert an asterisk into column A. 

 Type HEADER division in column A of the second inserted row (to 

load the division attribute value), and type Division <division> 

<division_text> into column C in this row. 

 Enter three additional rows as shown at the bottom of the screen 

below. Put some meaningful text into column C for each Footer: 
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3. Load the report data (top and bottom of loaded report should be 

similar to that shown below): 
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Displaying a report outline 

Excel‟s Outline functionality allows levels of report detail to be displayed 

and hidden with a single mouse click. Excelerator can enable outlining in a 

report that uses the SUBTOTAL keyword by adding the qualifier 

OUTLINE, which makes the report data easier to peruse. 

1. Add the OUTLINE qualifier: 

 Insert  ,OUTLINE into SUBTOTAL division, costc so it reads: 

 

SUBTOTAL, OUTLINE3 division, costc 

 

The number following OUTLINE, a 3 in the example above, sets the 

start level of the outline - before the person viewing the report starts 

increasing or decreasing outline levels.  

In this report, level 1 shows the total of the whole report, level 2 

shows the subtotals by division, level 3 shows the subtotals by cost 

centre and level 4 shows the analysis by account. 
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2. Load the report data: 

 

3. You can move around the differing levels of data being displayed. 

Display the account analysis of individual cost centres by clicking on 

the plus (+) button in the outlining panel to the left of the cost 

centre subtotal. Or, display the account analysis of all cost centres 

by clicking on the level 4 button at the top of the outlining panel. 

 

If no number is specified on the OUTLINE command, then the default 

level of 2 will be used. 

 

Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercise: 

Exercise 2.2: Producing an Excelerator report with multi level subtotals 
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Using additional subtotal keywords to format reports 

You can use subtotal keywords to format Excelerator reports to: 

 Merge a header with the first line of report details. 

 Insert a page break. 

 Produce separate worksheets for attribute values. 

Merging a header with the first line of detail 

You can merge a header with the first line of detail of a report in order to 

avoid using a separate row to display the header.  

This is keyword qualifier, so it follows a comma. 

1. Take a copy of this sheet. We are going to merge the Costc header 

with the Account detail: 

 In column A:  

 Remove ,OUTLINE3 from the SUBTOTAL row. 

 Move HEADER costc to the row above the DETAIL row and insert 

,MERGE so that it reads HEADER, MERGE costc. 

 Type + where HEADER costc was. 

 Insert a new column to the left of column B, and move the cost 

centre description header text from the new column C into the new 

column B of the new HEADER, MERGE costc row. 

Any formatting on the MERGE row will be copied down.  Now that the 

first row of data is merged with the cost centre header, you must 

include the variance formula on the HEADER, MERGE costc row. Copy 

the formula for variance into this row. 
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The report now looks like this: 

 

2. Load the report data: 

 

The MERGE keyword can only be used on the lowest level of 

subtotalling – here on the cost centre level. In addition, you cannot use 

it with a continuation row. 
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Inserting a page break 

You can use the PAGE keyword to insert a hard page break in a report for a 

change in the value of an attribute which is being subtotalled.  

This is useful if you need to print out this report to handout at a meeting, 

for example. 

This is a keyword qualifier, so it follows a comma. 

For example, the report below will print each division on a new page: 

 

 

 

 

In column A in the cell containing HEADER, division insert ,PAGE so that it 

reads HEADER, PAGE division 
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Producing separate worksheets for attribute values 

This is the second of the three ways of splitting your output. 

You can use the BREAK keyword to produce separate report worksheets for 

each value of an attribute. So, instead of generating one sheet that prints 

each division on separate pages, we want Excelerator to generate separate 

sheets.  

1. For example here we will produce separate report worksheets with 

the Division attribute. 

 Copy the report sheet and remove the , PAGE qualifier that we 

have just inserted. 

 In column A, on the row between COLUMNS and SUBTOTAL, type 

BREAK division Division - <division>. Division - <division> gives each 

generated sheet a unique name.  

Where: 

i. division stipulates the attribute that the report is to be 

broken up into. 

ii. Division - is the first part of the name of the generated 

tab. 

iii. <division> is the name of the break condition being used 

as a parameter that will ensure the generated tabs have 

different names. 

 Remove the rows below FOOTER division. 

 As each generated sheet is for one division only SUBTOTAL 

division costc can be made simply SUBTOTAL costc. HEADER 

division can be made + as a continuation of the general report 

HEADER, and FOOTER division can be made a general FOOTER. 
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2. Load the report: 

 

The report results have been loaded into separate worksheets named 

„Division-B‟ and „Division-E‟ etc. 

3. Unload the report. 

4. Save this report (still with the name REP01.xls) to use in the next 

session. 

 

Comparing the use of BREAK and Template 

Using the ‘break’ command on a worksheet 

 Is simple to use. 

 Is useful for Browser template reports saved in ABW (QUERY 

AGRESSO). 

 Leaves the template sheet in the individual workbook. 

Control sheet templates 

 Allow you to use an SQL statement or Excel list for your select 

criteria (so you can be clever). 

 Allows you to hide the control and template worksheets (late 

versions only). 

 

Break rows are also allowed within a sheet that is already within a 

group on the _control sheet, but there is no time in this course to cover 

this point. 
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Running multiple queries 

A multiple query is when you have multiple requests to the database for 

different „slants‟ on information. 

Multiple queries are also one way of extracting detailed information for use 

in the headers of your report. 

You can run multiple queries in the same Excelerator report according to 

the type of information that you need to include. For example, you need to 

run multiple queries if you want to show the following information in the 

same report: 

 

costc by account 

 

division by costc 

Multiple queries might be good for: 

A project report that combines a query for the opening balance / life to 

date with transactions for the period, for example:  

Project 123 

Cost to start of month £xxx 
Materials £ xx 
Labour £ xx 
Professional Fees £ xx 
Total Cost to Date  
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A cost centre report listing summary expenditure for the year to date 

against budget, plus transactions posted in the current month, plus 

outstanding orders as at the month end. 

To run multiple queries showing both costc by account, and division by 

costc, you can write the following report: 

 

 

 Each keyword in column A has been assigned a query number. 

 The QUERY and COLUMNS keywords are generally grouped 

together usually on consecutive rows (all other keywords are in 

the order required e.g. RELATION is between the QUERY and 

COLUMNS keywords for query 2 in the example above). 

 The key to producing the report at different levels of detail is in 

the COLUMNS row - QUERY,1 produces detail by account and 

QUERY,2 produces details by costc. 
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Session 3 

Running Reports on the Server 

 

This session of the training illustrates how you can add Excelerator reports 

to the ABW Main Menu so that you can run production reports on the ABW 

Business Server (instead of running Excelerator reports interactively from 

within Excel). It covers: 

 Report Engine and ABW. 

 Putting a report on the server. 

 Adding parameters to a report. 

By the end of this session you should have a firm understanding of how 

you add reports to the Main Menu, and set up parameters that can be 

selected when the report is ordered. 

 

Key learning points: 

Understanding how to run an Excelerator product report on the 

ABW Server. 

Understanding how to add parameters to a report that you have 

added to the ABW Main Menu. 
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Report Engine and the ABW database 

The Report Engine can work both from inside ABW and directly against the 

tables in the database.  Currently we have just been running the reports 

directly connected to the database, but now we are going to be running 

them from inside the system.   

In addition we are moving to the part of the course where we shall be 

splitting the reports in various different ways, using the third split method 

we discussed at the beginning of the course.   

To achieve this with Excelerator you need to have an external source to 

gather the data, i.e. you need to use an ARW, an _query sheet or a 

Browser Template to gather the data for the report. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       ARW Direct Connect 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If present, you may need to delete the data tab as the data is being 

provided by the query. 

 

Report Engine 

XLR   ARC 

Query Engine 

(using Browser) 

Database 
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Putting a report on the server 

You can run an Excelerator report from the ABW main menu rather than 

just interactively from Excel. To put a report on the server you need to: 

 Create a new User defined menu in ABW. 

 Add the User defined report to the list of user define reports that 

are available from the ABW Main Menu. 

 Use Menu-based access to allow user access to the report menu 

that you create. 

1. Open the report you used to demonstrate production of separate 

worksheets for attribute values: 

 

2. Save the report to the Customised Reports folder with the name 

REP01.xls.  The Customised Reports folder will usually be found on 

the Applications drive:\Program Files\Agresso\AGRESSO 

5.5\Customised Reports. 

The name of the file must not exceed 8 characters, and must end in 

.xls. 

3. Add the report to the ABW Main Menu: 

 Select Settings | System Administration | Menus | User defined 

menu. 
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A User defined menu window is displayed to allow you to define 

menu items that will be displayed in the ABW Personal Menu. 

4. You are going to define a menu, within a new module, and then add 

in a report. 

 Type a module number that has not been used previously to 

create a new Module (for example 20).  

 Tab to the next field. 

 Type Excelerator Reports for the description (to create a new 

module for the Excelerator reports that you write during this course). 

5.  Define the top level menu folder on the ABW Main Menu into which 

you are going to put your reports: 

 Type * for the Co to make the menu available to all ABW clients, 

or a valid client ID to restrict the menu to that client only. NOTE: if you 

drag the menu item, this will change to a specific client. 

 Type 1 for the ID the ID must be unique within the module, and 

can have a maximum value of 255. 

 Enable the Bespoke check box. 

 Select, or type, Menu for the Func type. 

 Type XLR, for example, as the Function to provide a menu link to 

which the following report menus will be attached.  This column does 

not matter very much on 55 when creating a menu.  It is vital when 

creating a report. 

 Leave the Argument blank. 

 Type 00 for the ParMenuID (Parent Menu ID) to place this menu 

item in your Personal Menu.  You can also just tab past this column 

and the 00 will be added for you. 

 Leave the Program blank, as you do not need a specific program 

to create this report. 

 Type Management Reports for the Menu text.  This is the text 

which will be displayed on the menu. 

 Leave the Variant blank, as you cannot have a variant on a User 

Defined Report. 

 Type 1 for the # value this is the sequence number of the item 

within the menu (in this case the Personal Menu), on which the item 

will appear. The maximum value is 999. 

 Menu ID will be populated automatically. 

 Select Data | Save (or press F12). 

 Note: ► 
The Field help for the 

module code only 
displays modules for 

the system setup code 
of the company that 

the user logged onto 
when they were 

created, not any new 
ones which have been 

defined. 

 Note: ► 
The module has to be 

unique and is 
generally setup a little 

like the folders in 
Windows Explorer. 
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6. Create the menu item for the report: 

 On a new row, type * for the Co (to make the menu available to 

all ABW clients, or type a valid client ID to restrict the menu to that 

client only). 

 Type 2 for the ID. 

 Enable the Bespoke checkbox. 

 Select or type Report for the Func.type. 

 Type REP01 for the Function (the report name without the XLS 

extension). 

 Leave the Argument blank. 

 Type the Menu ID code of 201 into the Menu field (to link the item 

to the top level menu). This means that to get to this report, you will 

need to open the book on the menu, which you previously created. 

 Leave the Program blank. 

 Type Report 1 for the Menu text.  This is the text displayed on the 

menu 

 Leave the Variant blank. 

 Type 1 for the # value (# means sequence number of the item 

displayed below the Management Reports menu). 

 Select Data | Save (or press F12) – you do not need to update the 

menu at this point. 

                  

 

◄ Note  
This step cannot be 
completed if the 
previous Save was 

omitted. 
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Setting the orientation and parameters 

Even if you have no individual report parameters, you must come to this 

window and complete the top part of it.  If you don‟t then you will usually 

get an „illegal printer definition‟ error when you try to open the report 

ordering window. 

1. Display the User defined reports (AG35) window: 

 Select Settings | System Administration | Reports | User defined 

reports: 

 

2. Add the report as follows: 

 Select the correct Module, Excelerator Reports. 

 Select the report you have just added, from the dropdown menu.  

 Select the report width in the Width field, where 80 is portrait in 

A4 and 132 is landscape in A4. 

3. If necessary, add a parameter as follows: 

 Type the actual name of the parameter as used in the report in 

the ParamID field. 

 Type a name that you want to use to refer to the parameter in the 

Param name field. This is the name that you will see in the report 

ordering window. 

 Type a default value in the Default value field. This displays a 

suggestion when you look at the report ordering window – this can be 

overwritten (for examples of „input masks‟ you can look in Help, using 

the F1 key). 

 Select the style of data you can enter in the Data column (n = 

number, a = alphanumeric, or d = data). 

 Type the sequence number to sort the order of the parameters in 

the # field. 
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 Choose whether to select the Fixed checkbox to indicate whether 

you want people to know that this parameter exists and to put in their 

own value, i.e. if you fix it, it will be fixed to the default value and 

cannot be changed as the report is being run.  If you do not fix it, then 

it can be overwritten by users of the report at report run time. 

4. Save the details and close the window. 

The table field underneath is not populated this time, as there are no 

user defined parameters for this report. 
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Authorising access to the report 

You need to make sure that the users this report is intended for can 

actually access it.  There are two ways to approach this: either by selecting 

the menu items to which your user is to have access (Menu-based access) 

and connecting your user/role to these, or by locating your user and then 

choosing the allowed menu items (Role/user-based access). 

We are going to use the menu-based access. 

1.  You need to authorise the User defined menu and the report to allow 

user access: 

 Select Settings | System Administration | User access | Menu-

based access: 
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2.  Locate your report menu on the left.  Then locate yourself in the 

middle box and double click it, or click on the double arrows to 

transfer your name to the right-hand box. 

 

3.  Save, clicking Yes to apply rights to sub sections and then click Yes 

to update the menu. 

4.  Save the report, and close the window. 
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Running the report 

1.  You need to run the report from the ABW Main Menu: 

 Select Personal Menu | Management Reports | Report 1 (choosing 

the name of your own report). 

 

2.  Click Save to order and run the report: 

 

3.  Click OK to acknowledge the order number. 

 

Display the report output 

 In ABW, select Maintenance of ordered reports. 

 Search for Report REP01. 

 Then either go to Tools | Show report printout, select from the 

Tools Pane on the right or click on the Report Engine button. 
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Adding parameters to a report 

You can add parameters to a report that you order from the ABW Main 

Menu, for example, to run a report for a defined range of periods (as 

opposed to all periods). 

To add parameters to a report you need to: 

 Use the WHERE keyword and parameter values to restrict the 

data.  You might, for example, add a period range in the 

Excelerator report sheet. 

 Modify the User defined report to include line(s) which allow 

users to enter parameters when the report is run. 

1.  Open the file REP01.xls in the Customised Reports folder.  

2.  Use the WHERE keyword to specify a period range for the report: 

 Insert a row immediately below the QUERY row. 

 Type WHERE period <period_from> - <period_to> in column A 

(these parameters tell Excelerator to select periods between the user 

defined parameters period_from and period_to): 

 

3.  Add the parameters to the Control sheet so that the report can still 

be run interactively. 

Remember that if you add headings with parameters to the report 

sheet, you can show which values this report has been run for. 

4.  Save the amended report to the Customised Reports folder with the 

name REP02.xls. 
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5.  Add a new menu for a report called REP02 into the same module and 

menu as before: 

 Select Settings | System Administration | Menus | User defined 

menu. 

 Define the following, then save the menu: 

 

When you are adding a Func.type of Report to this window, the 

Function column is vital. This is the only place that you can add the 

name of the report which you want to run. 

6.  Authorise the use of the Report 2 menu: 

 Select Settings | System Administration | User access | Menu-

based access. 

 Repeat the process you followed last time, starting by locating 

your report on the left. 

 Save and close the Menu-based access window, then click Yes to 

apply rights to sub sections and then click Yes to update the menu. 

7.  Modify the User defined report: when the report is run, the user will 

need to enter values for the period parameters: 

 Select Settings | System Administration | Reports | User defined 

reports. 

 Select Excelerator Reports from the Module dropdown list. 

 Select Report 2 from the Report dropdown list. 
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8.  This time you need to add parameters to gather information from the 

user before the report is run.  Enter the report parameters in the 

table field as shown below: 

 

 ParamID is the most important column on this table and the 

values you type in here must exactly agree with the parameter 

names used in the report REP02.xls. 

 The Data type should be set to n (numeric) which will only allow 

numbers to be entered. 

 Param name is the name displayed when a user orders the 

report. 

 Default value is optional but it makes sense to use the ABW 

macro for the current period for these parameters. So YYYYPP 

will use the current period from the Company information 

window. 

 The ABW period is 6 digits so set the Length to 6. 

 # controls the order in which the parameter now appears when 

the user orders the report. 

 Leave the checkbox in the column headed Fixed unchecked so 

the parameters are available for user input, if not it will be fixed 

to the value in the default column and the user will be unable to 

change it as they are ordering the report. 

9.  Save the parameters, then close the window. 

◄ Note: 
If you were to check 
the Fixed box, then a 
standard user would 
neither be able to see 
the parameter nor 

change it. 

◄ Note: 
You can get a list 
of some default 
values from Help 
(F1) then select 
Explanation of 

fields 
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10. Run the report from the ABW Main Menu: 

 Select Personal Menu | Management Reports | Report 2: 

 

 Enter the period range then click Save to order and run the 

report. 

11. Display the report output: 

 In ABW, select Maintenance of Ordered Reports. 

 Search for Report REP02. 

 

Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercise: 

Exercise 3.1: Putting a report with parameters on the server 

 

Standard 

parameters 

Report specific 

parameters 
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Session 4 

Splitting Report Output into Files 

This session of the training illustrates how you can split the output from a 

server-run Excelerator report into separate Excel workbooks – for example, 

one for each cost centre. It covers: 

 Creating an ABW Report Writer (ARW) report – which can provide 

the data to be split. 

 Adding special parameters to a user defined report – which 

control the splitting of the data. 

 Creating an Excelerator report – to format the split output into 

separate sheets or Excel workbooks. 

By the end of this session you should have a firm understanding of the 

basics of splitting output from Excelerator reports. 

 

Key learning points: 

Understanding that, when ABW menu-run reports are to be split, an 

ARW report can be used to provide the data. 

Understanding the special parameters added to the user-defined 

report that work with the ARW output. 
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The ABW Report Engine provides the functionality to split the report output 

into a number of different files using special parameters. You can create a 

report that runs a Server report from a Browser template. Or an ABW 

Report Writer (ARW) report can be used to generate the data for the 

output split with Excelerator and you can use Browser to create the ARW 

that you require. Excelerator then reports the data in the required format.  

Alternatively you can use a special sheet in the Excelerator file to give the 

information for the special parameters. 

You are going to look at one of those methods here – the ARW and the SQL 

methods require knowledge of SQL, which is not covered on this course, 

although further information is to be found in the appendix. 

 

Using a Browser Template 

You can use a template from inside ABW to provide the data in your report 

when you run it on the server.  These reports can not currently be run 

interactively, but that is the aim for a future version of the Report Engine. 

The following demonstration illustrates how you run a Browser enquiry on 

balance table AGGADP, to create a template that can be used for 

Excelerator reports. 

Once you have this report that runs from a template, you can then use a 

series of Special Parameters to cause this report to split.  The resulting 

split report(s) can then have a variety of further actions applied to them, 

such as emailing, again through the use of Special Parameters. 

1.  Open a Browser enquiry on AGGADP: 

 Locate the menu option AGRESSO Financials | General Ledger | 

Enquiries | Balance tables. 

 Right click the Balance tables option to display a menu. 

 Select Open Browser. 

 Select AGGADP for the Balance table. 

 Press Tab to populate the table field. 

2.  Specify result fields and search criteria to extract the data that you 

require: 

In the Setup tab: 

 Delete the fields for Project, Rev. budget, Number, Forecast and 

Value. 

 Move Account so that it is underneath Costc. 

 Add Busunit (relation on Costc) and Division (relation on Busunit). 

 Select Code/Text on Division, Costc, and Account. 
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 Sort on Division, then Costc, then Account. 

 

In the SearchC tab: 

 Add the field „period‟. 

 Select between as the type. 

This will cause there to be two parameters created, period_from and 

period_to. 

 Click on the Prompt field: 

 

Run the enquiry (F7), quoting periods 200601 and 200603 when 

prompted (for client A3).  Check the results in the Results tab. 

3.  From the Setup tab, click on the save icon . 

 

Name the file report03. 

4.  You have to create an Excelerator file to run from this data now, but 

the names that you can see on the Setup window will not be the real 

names of the columns in the dataset.  So you need to know the 

names that ABW has assigned to those columns. 
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This can be quite confusing if you are not used to it.  The simplest 

way is to use Browser to create an Excelerator file from the Results 

tab and use that as a basis of your report. 

 

 From the Results tab, click on the Reports button . 

 Choose the Results button and create a new Excelerator report. 

  

5.  In the resulting file you should unload it.  There are two ways of 

linking your report to the Browser template; we are going to choose 

one.   

Find the QUERY keyword and remove the name of your template 

from the end of this command.  In other words you need to make 

this cell read: 

QUERY AGRESSO 

6.  You can then edit your report as you see fit and save it in the 

Customised Reports folder. 

7.  Save your report as REP03.xls in the Customised Reports folder. 

8.  Following the method previously gone through, add the report to the 

menu and authorise it. 

The following session takes you through how to use a Special 

Parameter to link the report to the Browser template.  The wording 

which we removed in point 5 above is the other way of linking them 

together.  The version which we are using has worked for several years.  

The version which we are not using is more up-to-date but may not 

work with the software combination which you have on your machines. 
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Adding special parameters to a user-defined report 

Special parameters are required to split the output generated from the 

ARW report. Special parameters start with the letter X:  

 XS - for splitting report output. 

 XW – for the whole report. 

Full documentation of all special parameters is available in the Excelerator 

on-line help from the Excelerator menu in Excel: select Agresso Excelerator 

| Help | Contents | Excelerator | Special Parameters. 

The following demonstration illustrates how to use the XS parameters to 

modify the REP03 report data output. It will split the report by division. 

These „split reports‟ will be shown in the Report Results folder. 

1. Add a new menu for a report called REP03: 

 

2. Authorise the use of the Report3 menu. 

3. Enter the report parameters in the table field as shown below: 

 

NOTE: This is the relation upon the category one posting attribute.  In 

other words it is the Division. You must unload the report that you have 

generated from the Browser template in order to see the actual column 

names. 

REMEMBER: The function required in the User Defined Menu window is the 

name of the report stored in Customised Reports. The xq_template value is 

the name of the saved Browser Template. 
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Here are the parameters you have used plus another for information: 

 

period_from 

and 

period_to 

 

These parameters are the same as those used 

for REP02 and can be copied from that report 

by using Tools | Copy parameter and then 

entering REP02 when prompted for a report 

name. 

xs_breakcol Identifies the column that will be used to split 

the report, in this example division (a separate 

report will be produced for each division). 

The use of r0r0dim2 indicates that this is a 

relation on a relation on dim2.  In this case 

that means that it is div. 

xs_filetype Identifies the file type for the output, the 

default for an Excelerator report is XLS (MHT 

and HTM are the other options). 

xq_template Name of the Browser template. 

xw_required 

(this is not a 

required 

parameter as 

the default is 

to have the 

whole report 

created) 

This can be set to 0 (not required) or 1 

(required) to determine whether the whole 

report is required in addition to the split 

reports. If set to 1:  

 The whole report can be 

viewed through Maintenance of 

ordered reports | Maintenance 

of report printouts.  

 It shows in one workbook a 

report for all the values for 

which output has been split.  

 It can also be viewed in the 

ABW Report Results folder; the 

file has a name like 

REP03a_1.xls where 1 is the 

order number of REP03.  

 The split reports can only be 

viewed by looking in the ABW 

Report Results folder; these 

split report files have names 

like REP03a_1_1.xls, 

REP03a_2_1.xls, 

REP03a_3_1.xls where the 1, 

2, 3 represent the first, 

second, and third division 

values. 
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Running the report 

1.  Run the report using the REP03 menu you previously created (the 

report order window should look like this after changing the start 

period): 

 

2.  Check the Report Results folder to confirm that the report has been 

split, and that the whole report has been produced, if required. 
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Session 5 

Distributing Report Output 
via E-mail 

 

This session of the training illustrates how you can distribute Excelerator 

file output to recipients via e-mail. It covers: 

 Assigning an e-mail address to an attribute. 

 Adding report parameters for e-mail distribution. 

By the end of this session you should have a firm understanding of how to 

distribute Excelerator report output via e-mail. 

 

Key learning points: 

Understanding how to assign an e-mail address to a value of the 

attribute upon which the report is split. 

Understanding the parameters for sending Excelerator report 

output via e-mail. 

 

 

The technical environment must have been set up before you can distribute 

reports via e-mail. This includes configuring ABW mail, and setting up an e-

mail account from which the e-mailed sheets will be sent. See UNIT4 

Business Software‟s Technical Guidelines documentation for further details. 
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Assigning an e-mail address to an attribute 

You can add an address to any attribute, which will allow you to assign an 

email address: 

1. Open the Attributes window and locate the division attribute. 

2. Modify the division attribute to allow address information to be 

recorded against its values: 

 Enable the A checkbox: 

 

3. Save, then close the Attributes window. 

4.  Open the Attribute values window and locate the division attribute 

value. 

5.  Assign an e-mail address to one of the attribute values: 

 Select a value (for example value B). 

Select Address on the local toolbar to display an Address window  

for the value, or use the button to access it: 

 

 Select General from the Type dropdown list: 
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 Tab to display the Address window. 

 Select the E-mail. 

Type the e-mail address in the To… box. Use your own e-mail  

address while testing so that you can access the message: 

 

 

6.  Keep the data (F11 or click the Keep icon). 

7.  Close the Address window. 

8.  Save the changes to the value (press F12, or click the Save icon). 

9.  Close the Attribute values window. 
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Adding report parameters for e-mail distribution 

Special parameters of type XE control the e-mailing of the file output. Here, 

we set up the user defined menu and report with the XE parameters: 

1. Open Browser and create a new template called Report04 plus an 

Excelerator report called REP04.xls. 

2. Create a user defined menu to run REP04. 

3. Authorise the new menu for REP04. 

4. Create a User defined report for REP04 as follows (copy parameters 

1 to 5 from REP03 (using the Copy parameter button); add new 

parameters 6 to 8 manually): 

 

  

Note ►: 

Remember that 
the column you 
are splitting on 

has to be an 
actual column in 

your dataset. The 
best thing to do is 

to look at the 
unload report that 

was generated 
form the Browser 

Template. 
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xe_attid Identifies the attribute against which the e-mail 

address is held (N5 is the attribute id for division). 

It is necessary to enable the address functionality 

for this attribute, and add an e-mail address for 

each attribute value. 

xe_addrtype Identifies the address type (1 is the id of the 

General address value of the ADDRTYPE attribute). 

The default value, where this parameter is not 

present or has a blank value, is the General address 

so it is only necessary to use this parameter if you 

require an alternative address type. 

xe_subject This is the e-mail subject, and can be up to 30 

characters long. Parameters like <division> can be 

used in the subject. 

xe_text This is the e-mail text and can be up to 30 

characters long. Parameters like <division> can be 

used in the text. 

 

If you do not want the user who orders the report to change the 

parameter values, select Fixed. 

5. Run the report. This is the Report ordering window (after changing 

the Period from value.  If you fixed your parameters you may need 

to select Tools | Show fixed parameters to see the values below): 

 

◄Note:  
xe_subject: You can 
put your name in here 
for testing purposes, if 
you are emailing to 

other delegates. 

◄Note:  
if your parameters 
were fixed then they 
would be shadowed in 
grey when you show 
fixed parameters 
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6. Open email client and check the report.  

If it did not work, check the log file for REP04, an example of a log file 

is shown below: 

 

 

Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercise: 

Exercise 5.1: Creating and distributing a report via e-mail 
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Session 6 

Distributing Report Output 
to Windows folders 

 

This session of the training provides you with an overview of how you can 

use a special parameter to save report output from an Excelerator report to 

a folder. 

By the end of this session you should have a firm understanding of the way 

in which you can save report output to a folder that you specify. 

 

Key learning points: 

Understanding the use of the XF parameter for saving report 

output. 

Understanding how you create an Excelerator report that saves 

output to a folder that you specify. 
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In addition to splitting Excelerator report output in the report results folder 

and e-mailing spilt reports, you can also use the XF parameter to save 

report output to folders other than ABW‟s Report Results folder. 

The following illustrates how you can split the output for a Division in a 

report and save it to a folder that you specify: 

1. Open REP04.xls and save it as REP05.xls. 

Remember that if you had created this report from scratch, you would 

need to consider QUERY AGRESSO again. 

2. Create a folder on the C: drive called Excelerator Training. 

 Open Windows Explorer. 

 Select the Local Disk (C:). 

 Select File | New | Folder. 

 Type Excelerator Training for the new folder name. 

 Close Windows Explorer. 

3. Create a User defined menu from which to run the REP05 report. 

4. Authorise the new menu for REP05. 

5. Create a User defined report for Report 5: 

 Copy the parameters from REP03. 

 Add the XF parameters as illustrated below: 
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xf_dir Specifies the root folder, also known as a 

directory, to which the reports are saved. 

Parameter substitution is not allowed in this 

parameter‟s value, and the folder must exist 

before reports are run. 

xf_file Identifies the filename and optionally a path. In 

this example, the relative path <client>\ has 

been used with the filename Div_<division>, 

both client and division being parameters 

substituted at runtime. The filename and path 

need not exist before reports are run. 

xf_exists Specifies the action to take if the file already 

exists, valid values are: 

 

0 = Create new If a file called Div_B.xls exists, a 

new file called Div_B(1).xls is 

created. 

1 = Stop Where files do not exist they are 

created - until a file is to be 

created that already exists, 

causing the program to stop. 

2 = Overwrite If a file exists it is overwritten. 

3 = Skip If a file exists it is left as it is – it 

is not overwritten, nor is a new 

file created with a different 

name. The program continues to 

process the next report/file. 

 

xf_missing Specifies that action to take when the file is 

missing, valid values are: 

0 = Create 

1 = Stop 

2 = Skip 

xs_required Determines if files are kept when e-mail split is 

used, valid values are: 

0 = Do not keep files 

1 = Keep files 

6.  Run the report. 

Check that the files have been saved to the Excelerator Training folder.  
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Session 7 

Attaching Documents to Attributes 

 

This session of the training demonstrates how you can use Document 

Archiving in ABW. It covers: 

 Creating a new document type. 

 Splitting a report and saving the results inside the ABW database 

to be viewed when needed. 

By the end of this session you should have a firm understanding of the 

ways in which you can post transactions using Excelerator reports. 

 

Key learning points: 

Understanding how to use the Attach Document functionality to 

store split reports in the database against the relevant attribute. 
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Creating a Document Archive Type 

In addition to the other splits you have looked at so far, you can also save 

a copy of the split document inside the database – attached to an attribute.  

So you could save the individual departmental quarterly results on each 

department, for example. 

1. Open the Document type window: 

 

2. Create a new Document type: 

 

3. This is all that you need to set up in this window, but in order to use 

this document type, you will also need to check the index that has 

been created for you, as you will need to state it as one of the split 

parameter values: 
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You will not be able to enter cust.id as it is displayed above.  Instead 

you need to use the underlying column name which holds that data, 

i.e. apar_id (accounts payable, accounts receivable). Client is the 

same in both cases. 
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Splitting a Report and attaching it to the Document 
Archive 

You are going to create a new report via a Browser on the customer 

transaction table, then add parameters to split and attach the report and 

run it to test. 

1.  Create a new Browser template: 

 

2.  Use this to generate an Excelerator Report and save it. 

3.  Set up the report as a menu item in ABW. 

4.  Grant access to the report. 

5.  Set up the parameters. The following example also shows that you 

can include parameters to email the report.   

 The parameters that have d as the second letter are the 

document parameters: 

o xd_doctype - the document type that you set up.  It must 

be in UPPERCASE. 

o xd_desc - the description that will be used for the 

document. 

o xd_title - the title that will be used for the document 

attached to the attribute. 

o xd_indexvals - where you have to set up the index from 

your document type. 
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6.  Run this report and open the Customer Master File.  Locate the 

document archive button.  It should be highlighted: 

 

 Click on this button and you should be able to see and click on  

your split document. 
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Session 8 

Posting Transactions using Post 
Back 

 

This session of the training demonstrates how you can use the Post Back 

functionality of Excelerator to post transactions in ABW. It covers: 

 Posting transactions interactively from an Excelerator report. 

 Posting transactions using a server-based Excelerator report. 

By the end of this session you should have a firm understanding of a 

simple method by which you can post transactions using Excelerator 

reports. 

 

Key learning points: 

Understanding how to use the Post Back functionality to post 

transactions from an Excelerator report via the GL07 server 

process. 

Understanding how to place a report that post transactions on the 

server. 
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Although Excelerator is primarily a reporting tool, it does allow you to 

generate new transactions from data which has been read from ABW. This 

functionality is known as Post Back.   

Post Back is just one of the tools you can use with ABW to enter or insert 

data into the tables.  To achieve this you must have the correct access 

rights and a read/write connection to the database. 

Connections to the database vary with the versions of Report Engine and 

ABW. 

 

Posting transactions from an Excelerator report 

Post Back is one of the tools for adding data to, or altering data from, the 

database. There are many different ways of using Post Back, whether it be 

with the Planner tool (straight into the tables), or with GL07 (which utilises 

the acrbatchinput table). 

Running Post Back interactively (from within Excel) comprises 3 steps: 

1. Load data from ABW into Excel in the normal way. 

2. Optionally make changes to the data in the Excel sheet (this can be 

done via Excel functionality within the report sheet). 

3. Post transactions back into ABW using the Post Back function, which 

makes use of ABW‟s server process to Batch input transactions from 

external systems (GL07). 

The following shows you all the steps to reallocate rent from one cost 

centre to a number of other cost centres.  

Firstly, we read from client A3 the total for Rent (account 5010) for 

reallocation (cost centre ZCC99) for the Grace Sports Centre (place SPOR) 

for a period you specify when we run it.  

Secondly, there are formulae and codes within the Excel sheet to split this 

loaded amount over a series of cost centres (this is done automatically as 

the data is loaded). 

Thirdly, we post a percentage of the total back to each cost centre that has 

been allocated.  

As you can imagine, there are several different ways of achieving this aim.  

For example, we could read the data straight from a General Ledger 

transaction table, which would require us to write the query in SQL (there 

is an example of this in the Appendix), but this example reads the data 

from a balance table, so we can use the more familiar keywords. 
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You need to choose an account: 

 

Then check the account rule.  When you post back values, you will need to 

make sure that you match any mandatory condition in the account rule: 

 

Firstly, we will read from client A3 the total for Rent (account 5010) for 

reallocation (cost centre ZCC99) for the Grace Sports Centre (place SPOR) 

for a period 200601.  

Secondly, there are formulae and codes within the Excel sheet to split this 

loaded amount over a series of cost centres (this is done automatically as 

the data is loaded). 

Thirdly, we will post a percentage of the total back to each cost centre that 

has been allocated.  
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1. In a new workbook, create the following straightforward report. Please 

note you also need to include a column for Post Cur Amount in column 

I: 

 

  NOTE: The screen shot shows the data from the A3 client. 

2. Now entering into the second part of this, you need to add calculations 

to split this amount over the four cost centres.   

You need to repeat the detail row four times. You are now going to add 

in some extra rows and columns to be used to split up the value before 

it gets posted back. 

In the percentage column for the original detail row, you need to add in 

a figure to zero the original amount.  In the following three rows, add in 

code to calculate a quarter of the original amount.  Leave the final row 

clear. 

3. We need to add code to zero this original transaction and to separate 

this amount into four others so that the cost can be divided between 

four different cost centres.   

You must make sure that the calculations in column H will use 100% of 

the amount, so the calculation for the last detail line does not directly 

calculate the percentage from the original, but takes the remainder 

from the other calculations: 

 

Note: ► 
These columns are 

labelled but left blank in 
the columns row as the 
data in it will be used in 

the post back row 

(update_columns) 
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4. There are certain parameters that need to have values, so that when 

you post back into the database the data will have all of the information 

needed.  These are things such as the ID of the person who is posting 

the transaction.   

Create a Control sheet and make sure that it is the first sheet in this 

workbook. Set up the following: 

 

 All the GL07 input fields can be contained in the control sheet but 

most are either set in the report sheet or they are optional. 

 The user_id should be set to the user you are logged into ABW. 

 The batch_id must not exist already in ABW‟s Batch input 

maintenance (acrbatchinput).  So until the transactions have 

been updated in the database the batch_id must be unique (they 

are released once the GL07 has properly posted). 

 If you find an error and need to rerun the process, remember to 

add an extra number (or to change it in some way) to make the 

batch_id unique. 

 interface is a value registered in the ABW window External 

system (CR32). It needs client, batch_id and interface to create 

the unique index: 

 

 voucher_type is a valid value registered in the ABW window 

Transaction types (CR04) where the treatment code (TC) can be 

any value (but if you are creating it especially for Excelerator 

Post Back use a blank TC to prevent the TT being used for other 

purposes) and the status must be N (active) (status P (parked) 

does not work with Post Back). 

 trans_type will be set to GL for General Ledger (permissible 

values are AP, AR or GL). 
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 voucher_date should be the current date – usually in the format 

dd/mm/yyyy. 

 variant_number you can set the process to run a particular 

variant once the data is in the batch input table. 

5. Use Load | Current sheet to load the data from ABW. 

6. Review the data (an adjustment column could be created to allow 

adjustments to be made). 

7. Post the current sheet, which will then cause the GL07 server process 

to run: 

 Select Agresso Excelerator | Post | Current Sheet: 

 

 

NOTE: The options from that menu item: 

Post Current 

Sheet 

Posts transactions to the ledgers, setting GL07‟s 

post parameter to 1 (in other words, saying yes 

to posting). 

Validate 

Current Sheet 

Identifies the ABW document type, and leaves the 

transactions in Batch input maintenance (CR21), 

setting GL07‟s post parameter to 0 (in other 

words, saying no to posting). After reviewing the 

proposed transaction lines in ABW, run the same 

GL07 variant (here 90), from ABW‟s Batch Input 

transactions from external system (GL07) menu, 

to post them. 

 

NOTE: In a test environment you may need to ensure that the posting 

cycle is open. 
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List of Keywords 

Name Type 

[QUERY] [, query number] BALANCE id client [period] [language] Source 

NOZEROS [, query number] Source 

PARAMETER Source 

QUERY EXCEL sheetname Source 

RELATION [, query number] column1 , column2 [, column3 …] Source 

SET, SETDEFAULT, SETNUMERIC, SETPERIOD Source 

SORT [, query number] column [DESC] [, [column [DESC]], … ] Source 

TREE [, query number] tree name Source 

WHERE [, query number] column criteria Source 

COLUMNS [, query number] 

Cells on the COLUMNS row can contain the following: 

 

{CODE attribute | [TEXT] attribute[_text] | [VALUE] amount} 

Column 

COLUMNSIGN [,query number] 

Value column syntax: 

[flag] 

Column 

CROSSTAB [,query number] [column] Column 

ROUND [,query number] [number of decimals] 

Value column syntax: 

[number of decimals] 

Column 

UNIT [, query number] [unit] 

Value column syntax: 

[unit] 

Column 

{DETAIL | DET} [, query number] [,{sign | - }] Active 

{SUMMARY | SUM}[, query number] [,HIDDEN] [,{sign | -}] Active 

EXTRACT [,query number] [sheetname] Active 

FOOTER [, query number] [column] Active 

GROUP [, query number] ] [,{sign | - }] column [, column] Active 

HEADER [, query number] [,page] [,merge] [column] Active 

RANGE Active 

SUBTOTAL [, query number] [,outline[n]] column1 [, column2 

[,…]] 

Active 
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Balance Table Column Names 

 

Transaction Type Amount Type Column Name 

General Ledger Amount Amount 

General Ledger Curr. Amount cur_amount 

General Ledger Debit amount debit_amount 

General Ledger Credit amount credit_amount 

General Ledger Amount3 value_2 

General Ledger Number number_1 

General Ledger Value value_1 

Budget Budget Budget 

Budget Budget currency budget_cur_amt 

Budget Rev. budget budget2 

Budget Forecast Forecast 

Budget Budget number bud_number 

Budget Budget qty bud_value_1 

Contract Accounting Ordered contr. cn_com_amount 

Contract Accounting Comm. Contract cn_rest_com_amt 

Grants Assignm grant_amount 

Unauthorised invoices Reg. Amount ua_amount 

Unauthorised invoices Reg. Curr. amnt ua_cur_amount 

Purchase Goods received po_vow_amount 

Purchase Purch. not received po_rest_com_amt 

Purchase Purch. ordered po_com_amount 

Sales Orders Contr. margin so_margin 

Sales Orders Goods dispatched so_vow_amount 

Sales Orders Incompl. order so_rest_order 

Sales Orders Invoiced so_inv_amount 

Sales Orders Sales ordered so_com_amount 

Sales Orders To invoice so_rest_invoice 

Approved budget Approved budget bt_budget 

Budget adjustments Budget adjustments bt_rev_budget 

Commitments Commitment amount cm_com_amount 

Pay schedule Commitment amount pc_com_amount 
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Transaction Type Amount Type Column Name 

Pay schedule Committed amount 

currency 

pc_com_curr 

WBS-budget Original budget cm_mce_amount 

WBS-budget Rev. budget cm_cce_amount 

WBS-budget Forecast cm_fct_amount 

WBS-budget UEC cm_uec_amount 

Approvals for 

expenditure (AFE) 

Approved (AFE) cm_afe_amount 

Cash Accounting Cash amount cash_amount 

Financial Plan Amount plan_amt 

Pre-order Requested cm_pre_order 

Schedule (VOW) Schedule (VOW) cm_vow_amount 
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Special Parameters 

Remember that the most up-to-date parameters will always be listed in the 

Report Engine Help system.  

 

ParamID Param 

name 

Example 

value 

Comments 

The following xs_ parameters relate to splitting the report output: 

xs_breakcol Break 

Column 

apar_id Name of column to break on 

xs_filetype File Type of 

split files 

pdf For Report Creator: pdf or 

rdf (default=rdf)For 

Crystallizer: pdf or rpt 

(default=rpt)For 

Excelerator: htm, mht or xls 

(default=xls) 

xs_required Split Report 

File 

Required 

0 Determines if split files that 

have been successfully 

emailed or entered into the 

database should also be kept 

on disk (default = NOT 

xw_required). 

xs_inrep Input 

report 

name 

CS04xx Specifies the name of the 

input file (xls or rpt) to be 

used for this particular 

breakpoint.  If undefined 

uses the value of xs_definrep 

or if that is not defined then 

the normal input file will be 

used for all breakpoints. 

xs_definrep Default 

input report 

name 

CS04def See above. 

xs_language Language 

for split 

report texts 

<:column_name> Defined the language to be 

used for the multilingual 

texts in the split reports 

(t_xxx).  Note this can 

evaluate to a different 

language for each split 

report. 

xs_load Load sheet 1 Excelerator only.  

Determines if the split report 

is to be loaded.  The default 

value is 1 if xs_post is 0 and 

0 otherwise. 

xs_post Post sheet 0 Excelerator only.  

Determines if the split report 

is to be posted back.  The 

default value is 0.  Set it to 1 

if the split report is to be 

validated via GL07 and to 2 

if it is to be posted via GL07. 

The following xw_ parameters relate to the whole unsplit report: 
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ParamID Param 

name 

Example 

value 

Comments 

xw_required Whole 

Report 

Required 

0 Determines if whole/unsplit 

report is also to be produced 

(default=1). 

xw_filetype File Type of 

main 

output file 

pdf For Report Creator: pdf or 

rdf (default=rdf) 

For Crystallizer: pdf or rpt (default=rpt) 

For Excelerator: htm, mht or xls (default=xls) (requires ABW 54sp2 or 

higher): 

xw_language Language 

for whole 

report texts 

FR Defined the language to be 

used for the multilingual 

texts in the whole report 

(t_xxx). 

xw_load Load sheet 1 Excelerator only.  

Determines if the whole 

report is to be loaded.  The 

default value is 1 if xw_post 

is 0 and 0 otherwise. 

xw_post Post sheet 0 Excelerator only.  

Determines if the whole 

report is to be posted back.  

The default value is 0.  Set it 

to 1 if the whole report is to 

be validated via GL07 and to 

2 if it is to be posted via 

GL07. 

The following xd_ parameters are for saving the outputs of a split report to 

the Document feature in ABW Business World 5.4: 

xd_attid Document 

Attribute ID 

A4  

_attvalue Document 

Attribute 

Value 

<apar_id> This defines where the 

Report Engine will find the 

attribute value to attach to.  

NB any string can be entered 

but should contain a 

parameter in Excelerator 

format that will evaluate to 

the appropriate value for 

each split.  Defaults to 

<xs_breakcol>. 

xd_desc Report 

Description 

Statement 

<period> 

Description / Text to be 

applied to the document. NB: 

the output document will 

replace any existing 

document attached to the 

same attribute value with the 

same description and 

document type. 

xd_doctype Document 

Type 

XR Document Type (defaults to 

XR).  Entry must exist for 

this doctypxx. 

xd_attidtype Value Type HS Attribute Value Transaction 

Type.  This is used to link the 
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ParamID Param 

name 

Example 

value 

Comments 

document to the attribute 

value (e.g. Supplier id).  You 

should usually leave this 

blank. 

xd_vouchtyp

e 

Trans Type LG Document Transaction Type.  

NB this is not the normal 

Transaction Type and should 

usually be set to VP (defaults 

to VP). 

xd_vouchern

o 

Voucher 

Number 

<voucher_no> Defines a voucher number to 

which the output should be 

attached as a document. 

xd_seqno Sequence 

Number 

<sequence_no

> 

Defines a sequence number 

to which the output should 

be attached.  Note that the 

sequence number is only 

respected by ABW if the 

descry field in the Attributes 

screen is set to 1 for 

attribute DOCTYPCR. 

The following xd_ parameters are for saving the outputs of a split report to 

the Document Archive in Agresso Business World 5.5: 

xd_doctype Document 

Type 

54CSA4 This defines where the 

Report Engine is in the 

Document Archive. It must 

be an existing Document 

Type in the Document 

Archive. 

xd_indexvals Index 

Values 

<client>,<apa

r_id> 

A comma delimited list of 

index values that must 

correspond to the required 

index as defined on the 

Document Type. 

xd_title Document 

Title 

Statement 

<period> 

A title for the Document. 

xd_desc Document 

Description 

Statement for 

<period> 

A description for the 

Document. 

xd_comment

s 

Document 

Comments 

As at 

<report_date> 

A comment for the 

Document. 

The following xe_ parameters are for e-mailing the outputs of a split report: 

xe_to Email To <email_addres

s> 

Defines the email address to 

which the output is to be 

sent, parameters will be 

substituted at each 

breakpoint.  NB: requires 

that the email address exist 

in the data returned by the 

arw.  xe_attid/value is 

probably more useful. 

xe_cc Email Cc <cc_name> Defines the email address to 

which the output is to be 

carbon copied.  Parameters 

will be substituted at each 
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ParamID Param 

name 

Example 

value 

Comments 

breakpoint.  NB requires that 

the email address exist in 

the data returned by the 

arw. 

xe_from Email From DoNotReply@x

xx.com 

Defines the email from 

address for sent mail. 

xe_subject Email 

Subject 

Statement 

<apar_id> 

Defines the email subject. 

xe_text Email Text Text for 

customer 

<apar_id> 

Defines the email text. 

xe_addrtype Address 

Type 

1 Defines the address type to 

be used (defaults to 

1=general). 

xe_attid Address att 

id 

A4 Attribute ID to which the 

address is attached. 

xe_attvalue Address att 

value 

<apar_id> Attribute value for this break 

point.  NB any string can be 

entered but should contain a 

parameter in Excelerator 

format that will evaluate to 

the appropriate value for 

each split.  defaults to 

<xs_breakcol>. 

xe_addrid Address ID  Explicit address id / link into 

agladdress (some standard 

ARWs already provide this 

information). 

xe_except Exception 

report 

required 

0 Specifies if exception report 

containing items for which no 

email address was found is 

required.(default=1). 

xe_reserve Reserve 

email 

address 

admin@compa

ny.com 

Specifies an alternative e-

mail address to use if the 

initial e-mail address causes 

an immediate error. 

The following xa_ parameters control attachments to emailed output: 

xa_file1xa_fil

e2… 

File(s) to 

be attached 

C:\temp\myfile

.pdfC:\temp\a

notherfile.pdf 

Specifies the fully qualified 

name of a file to be attached 

to the emailed report output.  

xa_file2 will only be 

recognized if xa_file1 is 

defined, etc.  ReportEngine 

does not impose a limit on 

the number of attachments 

although the underlying 

email system might. 

xa_doctype1

xa_doctype2

.. 

Document 

type(s) to 

be attached 

ORDERINVOIC

E 

Specifies the document type 

of the document(s) to be 

attached.  xa_doctype2 will 

only be recognized if 

xa_doctype1 is defined etc. 

ReportEngine does not 
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ParamID Param 

name 

Example 

value 

Comments 

impose a limit on the 

number of attachments 

although the underlying 

email system might. 

xa_docindex

1xa_docinde

x2 

Document 

index(s) to 

be attached 

<client>,<apa

r_id><client>,

<apar_id>,<se

q> 

Document indexes 

corresponding to the 

document types defined with 

xa_doctype. 

The following xf_ parameters are for saving the outputs of a split report to 

file: 

xf_file File name 

for split 

report 

output 

Statement<ap

ar_id> 

Defines where the split 

report output will be put. 

xf_file may specify a relative 

but not an absolute path. 

(see also xf_dir).   

xf_password Password 

to be 

applied to 

report 

output file 

My_password Only applicable to pdf output 

files. 

xf_jpgsize Image 

quality in 

exported 

pdf files 

10 Only applicable to pdf output 

filesSet a value from 1 

(minimum) to 100 

(maximum) to control the 

size/quality of images in 

exported pdf files  (default is 

maximum=100). 

xf_dir Directory 

name for 

split report 

output 

C:\Report 

Output 

Specifies the root directory 

for split report output.  If 

both xf_dir and xf_file are 

specified then the file will be 

written to a file named 

xf_file in directory xf_dir.  

Note that parameter 

substitution does NOT occur 

in xf_dir and the directory 

must already exist (defaults 

to the current TEMP folder). 

xf_dir Directory 

name for 

split report 

output 

C:\Report 

Output 

Specifies the root directory 

for split report output.  If 

both xf_dir and xf_file are 

specified then the file will be 

written to a file named 

xf_file in directory xf_dir.  

Note that parameter 

substitution does NOT occur 

in xf_dir and the directory 

must already exist (defaults 

to the current TEMP folder). 

xf_exists Split report 

file exists 

action 

0 Defines the action to take 

when a split report file 

already exists.  Values are:  

0 – create a new file;  1 – 
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ParamID Param 

name 

Example 

value 

Comments 

stop;  2 – overwrite the file;  

3 – skip to next file.  The 

default value is 0. 

xf_missing Split report 

file is 

missing 

action 

0 Defines the action to take 

when a split report file does 

not exist.  Values are:  0 – 

create file:1 – stop;  2 – skip 

to next file.  The default 

value is 0. 

The following are miscellaneous special parameters 

xc_required Indicates 

whether or 

not 

creation of 

a cache file 

is required. 

0 – 

Excelerator1 - 

ARC 

Values are:  0, „N‟ – do not 

produce a cache file: 1, „Y‟ 

produce a cache file.  The 

default 1 when running ARC 

on the report server, 0 

otherwise. 

xq_template Browser 

Template 

name for 

report 

AGGADP2003 The Browser Template to run 

to supply data for the report.  

Optional for Excelerator 

reports (where the query 

ABW template-name syntax 

can be used (see query 

agresso).  Mandatory for 

Report Creator and 

Crystallizer reports that you 

want to run against a 

Browser Template dataset. 
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Data Warehouse column suffixes 

 

Period Column Name Suffix 

Current period _p 

Last period _pp 

Current period last year _ppy 

Year to date _ytd 

Year to date last year _pyytd 

Forecast _pfc 

OB current period _ppytd 

Current alt. period _pr 

Alt.period last year _pypr 

Current year _y 

Total to date _td 
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An Example of Posting transactions from an Excelerator 
report using SQL 

1.  Set up the following Browser enquiry (see the Setup and SearchC 

tabs): 

 

 

2.  Save the enquiry as an SQL file: 

 Select the Setup tab. 

 Select File | Save As. 

 Select the SQL file format (*.sql). 

 Name the file SQL[.sql]. 

 Click OK. 

 Leave the Browser open – we need it again later. 

3.  Open SQL.sql and copy the SELECT statement into an Excel sheet 

4.  Modify the SELECT statement and create the rest of the Excelerator 

report as follows: 
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5.  In the control sheet, set a default client value of A3 and default 

period value of 200601. 

6.  Run the report to make sure that the results look right. 

7.  Modify it to add the special update_columns and update_data rows 

to post data back to ABW: 

 

    The formulas in the report sheet look like this: 
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8.  Check that there is a GL07 report variant to ensure that the correct 

file format, external system, batch id, calculation of Amount, Amount 

3, Amount 4, takes place: 

 Select Settings | System Administration | Reports | Report  

variants: 

  

9.  Add the Post Back parameters to the control sheet: 
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 All the GL07 input fields are contained in the control sheet but 

most have been disabled (see *default) because they are either 

set in the report sheet or they are optional. 

 interface - a value registered in the ABW window External system 

(CR32). 

 

 

 voucher_type - a valid value registered in the ABW window 

Transaction types (CR04) where the treatment code (TC) can be 

any value (but if you are creating it especially for Excelerator 

Post Back use a blank TC to prevent the TT being used for other 

purposes) and the status must be „N‟ (active) (status „P‟ (parked) 

does not work with Post Back). 

 The batch_id must not exist already in ABW‟s Batch input 

maintenance. 

10. Use Load | Current sheet to load the data from ABW. 

11. Review the data (an adjustment column could be created to allow 

adjustments to be made). 

12. Post the journal using the GL07 server process: 

 Select Agresso Excelerator | Post | Current Sheet: 

 

The options: 

Post 

Current 

Sheet 

Posts transactions to the ledgers, setting GL07‟s post 

parameter to 1 (in other words, saying yes to posting). 

Validate 

Current 

Sheet 

Identifies the ABW document type, and leaves the 

transactions in Batch input maintenance (CR21), setting 

GL07‟s post parameter to 0 (in other words, saying no to 

posting). After reviewing the proposed transaction lines 

in ABW, run the same GL07 variant (here 90), from 
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ABW‟s Batch Input transactions from external system 

(GL07) menu, to post them. 
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Posting transactions using a server report 

The following illustrates how you can place the report you developed above 

on the server. Post Back on the server requires an ARW file. 

1. Create an ARW in the Customised Reports folder to look like this: 

 

2. Create a User defined menu and authorise it:  

 

3. Create the following User defined report: 

 

 

xs_post This parameter controls the Post Back 

functionality, the valid values are: 

 

0 - Do not Post Back (the default value). 

1 - Validate Current Sheet. 

2 - Post Current Sheet. 
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4. Enable Post Back on the server: 

 Select Agresso Excelerator | Tools | Options 

 

5. Run the report from the ABW menu for period 200601. 

6. Look in Maintenance of ordered reports to see that the report 

process is followed by a GL07. 
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Course Review 

 

This session reviews the main elements of the course and covers the 

objectives of the course and the key learning points from each session. 

 

Objectives of the course 

The objectives of the course were to help you: 

 Understand how to create and run Excelerator template reports 

interactively. 

 Understand how to run Excelerator reports from the server. 

 Understand how to distribute Excelerator reports. 

 Understand how to create transactions in ABW using Excelerator. 
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Key learning points 

Remind yourself of the key learning points for each session. 

 

Session 1 – Creating Template Reports 

 Understanding template reports. 

 Understanding key Excelerator keywords used to create template 

reports. 

 Understanding how to create a template report and extract data 

from ABW. 

 Understanding how to create a template report and extract data 

from an Excel spreadsheet. 

 Understanding how to create a management reporting pack to 

produce a number of reports for management purposes. 

 

Session 2 – Creating Reports with Subtotals 

 Understanding the subtotalling functionality. 

 Understanding how to create reports with single and multilevel 

subtotals. 

 Understanding Excelerator keywords used with subtotalling. 

 Understanding how to run multiple queries. 

 

Session 3 – Running Reports on the Server 

 Understanding how to run an Excelerator product report on the 

ABW Server. 

 Understanding how to add parameters to a report that you have 

added to the ABW Main Menu. 
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Session 4 – Splitting Report Output into Files 

 Understanding that, when ABW menu-run reports are to be split, 

an ARW report can be used to provide the data. 

 Understanding the special parameters, added to the user-defined 

report, which work with the ARW output. 

 

Session 5 – Distributing Report Output via E-mail 

 Understanding how to assign an e-mail address to a value of the 

attribute upon which the report is split. 

 Understanding the parameters for sending Excelerator report 

output via e-mail. 

 

Session 6 – Distributing Report Output to Windows folders 

 Understanding the use of the XF parameter for saving report 

output. 

 Understanding how you create an Excelerator report that saves 

output to a folder that you specify. 

 

Session 7 – Posting Transactions using Post Back 

 Understanding how to use the Post Back functionality to post 

transactions from an Excelerator report via the GL07 server 

process. 

 Understanding how to place a report that post transactions on 

the server. 

 

Course evaluation form 

Don‟t forget to complete the form and hand it to your trainer. 

 


